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Wetting transitions of Ne
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We report studies of the wetting behavior of Ne on very weakly attractive surfaces, carried out with the
grand canonical Monte Carlo method. The Ne-Ne interaction was taken to be of Lennard-Jones form, while the
Ne-surface interaction was derived from anab initio calculation of Chizmeshyaet al. @J. Low Temp. Phys.
110, 677~1998!#. Nonwetting behavior was found for Li, Rb, and Cs in the temperature regime explored~i.e.,
T,42 K). Drying behavior was manifested in a depleted fluid density near the Cs surface. In contrast, for the
case of Mg~a more attractive potential! a prewetting transition was found nearT528 K. This temperature
was found to shift slightly when a corrugated potential was used instead of a uniform potential. The isotherm
shape and the density profiles did not differ qualitatively between these cases.@S1063-651X~99!10601-9#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Fx, 68.35.Rh, 68.45.Gd, 82.20.Wt
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past few years there has developed great in
est in the existence and nature of wetting transitions of
sorbed simple gases@1#. By ‘‘wetting’’ we mean complete
wetting, i.e., the formation of a film with thickness that d
verges as the pressure approaches saturation. The proble
wetting has long been interpreted qualitatively in terms
the relative magnitudes of the cohesive energy of the ad
bate and the adhesive energy binding the adsorbate to
substrate@2#. If the latter is small compared to the forme
then a simple surface energy argument implies that the
does not wet the surface at low temperature (T). Some 20
years ago it was argued that such a gas will undergo a
ting transition~of some kind! asT is increased to the critica
temperature@3,4#. The argument has been made both qu
tatively, in terms of general arguments involving entro
and/or surface tension, and quantitatively using several v
eties of model calculations.

Experimental evidence for such transitions was initia
slow to appear. In 1992 an example of a prewetting transi
was found for the case of He adsorption on Cs@5,6#. Prewet-
ting is a first-order transition manifested by a coverage ju
as a function of vapor pressure (P). This transition had been
predicted to occur@7# as a consequence of the extreme
weak attraction; the well depthD of the He attraction to a Cs
surface~0.6 meV! is even smaller than the well depthe of
the interaction between two He atoms~0.95 meV!. These
observations were followed by qualitatively similar eviden
~from theory and experiment! of prewetting transitions of H2
films on Rb and Cs@8,9#. These findings lead one to as
about homologous systems, such as Ne films on alkali m
als. There are several simple ways to appraise a given
sorption system and estimate its wetting properties. If o
evaluates the dimensionless ratioD* 5D/e, one finds that
D* is smaller for Ne on Cs than for any other adsorpti
system in this class; see Table I@10,11#. This weak relative
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attraction implies a nonwetting situation at lowT. Further
support for this expectation was obtained from a sim
model@12# that compares the cost~surface tension! of form-
ing a thick film with the benefit~the gas-surface attractiv
interaction!. This approach gives the following relationshi
which is satisfied at the wetting temperature (Tw):

~r l2rv!I V52g, ~1!

I V52E
zmin

`

dz V~z!, ~2!

wherer l andrv are the densities of the adsorbate liquid a
vapor at coexistence,g is the surface tension of the liquid
and zmin is the equilibrium distance of the potential. Th
model predicts that wetting transitions for Ne/Rb and Ne/
should occur within a few percent of the Ne critical tempe
ture (Tc544.4 K). Very recently, experimental support fo
that prediction was found in quartz microbalance measu
ments on these surfaces. The data of Hesset al. @14# imply
that Ne undergoes a wetting transition within 2% ofTc on
Rb and that it undergoes a drying transition on Cs. The la

TABLE I. Potential ratios. The ratioD* of the adsorption po-
tential well depthD to a nominal pair potential well depthe ~in
parentheses, in kelvin! is tabulated for simple gases on various su
faces. Pair well depths are taken from Ref.@13#, except for the case
of H2 , which is taken from Chenget al. @12#, and Ne, which is fit
to the bulk critical temperature~44.4 K!. Adsorption well depths are
from Chizmeshyaet al. @10#, except Au@12# and CO2 @4#.

Substrate He Ne H2 Ar
~10.22! ~33.9! ~34.3! ~119.8!

Au 8.5 8.3 13 8.2
Mg 3.4 2.8 5.5 3.5
Li 1.7 1.5 2.8 2.0
Rb 0.72 0.71 1.1 1.1
Cs 0.68 0.70 1.1 1.1
CO2 2.64
864 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRE 59 865WETTING TRANSITIONS OF Ne
is a unique observation, to the best of our knowledge.
note in passing that qualitatively similar prewetting tran
tions have been seen recently in Hg adsorption on Mo
sapphire surfaces@15,16#.

These observations have led us to undertake comp
simulation studies of Ne adsorption on various surfaces@17#.
We have used the grand canonical Monte Carlo~GCMC!
method, which assumes that the behavior of the Ne atom
classical. The accuracy of this assumption for Ne in t
temperature range has been demonstrated recently in de
calculations of Johnson and co-workers@18#. We have as-
sumed a Lennard-Jones interatomic interaction between
Ne atoms, which should be qualitatively adequate. Fina
we have considered two regimes of adsorption interact
One set of calculations pertains to the ultraweakly adsorb
alkali-metal surfaces. Our finding of nonwetting behavior
qualitatively consistent with the experimental results, with
the limited regime of our study. The presence of critical flu
tuations prevents us from approaching very close toTc be-
cause there the correlation length exceeds the size of
periodically replicated unit cell on the surface~2.8 nm!. The
second set of calculations pertains to the case of Ne on m
more attractive surfaces~e.g., Mg!. There we find clearly
defined prewetting transition behavior. That system has
yet been studied experimentally.

Our calculations are not the first simulation studies of
prewetting phenomenon. Previous studies by several gro
on a model surface yielded prewetting transition behavior
an assumed model potential~Ar on CO2) @19–21#. Curi-
ously, previous and subsequent studies, by van Leeuwen
co-workers, did not find that transition for a similar syste
@22–24#. Possible reasons for the discrepancy include
role of fluctuations and metastability, which are promine
and troublesome in most simulations of this problem. Al
while van Leeuwen and co-workers used a very large sys
size in their simulations, their choice of the constant volum
constant temperature algorithm was not as well suited to
study of prewetting as the isobaric isothermal simulatio
used by Monson and co-workers@19,20#. In our study, we
are using the GCMC simulation technique, for which t
chemical potential of the system is known. Although it is s
possible to obtain metastable states in the GCMC meth
we found the problem to be greater at higher temperatu
and therefore were obliged to perform more extens
~longer! simulations in the metastable regions at high te
peratures.

The outline of this paper is the following. Section II d
scribes the potentials used as well as our simulation meth
Section III describes the results found for the ultrawea
adsorbing surfaces. Section IV presents our results for m
strongly adsorbing surfaces including the Ne/Mg case. Th
include analyses for the case of an assumed continuum
strate~translationally invariant potential! and a more realistic
substrate~corrugated potential!. Section V summarizes ou
results and describes other work and predictions that are
evant to this problem.

II. MODEL POTENTIALS AND MONTE CARLO
SIMULATIONS

The Ne-Ne interaction used in this study is the we
known Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential. Therefore, the res
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reported here are relevant to any classical inert gas as we
to a number of simple molecular gases for which such
tentials are appropriate. Consequently, we can use ene
reduced byk ~units of K!, remembering thateNe2Ne /k
533.9 K gives the correct reduced critical temperatureTc*
5kTcr /egg51.31 @25# for a Lennard-Jones gas. The cuto
distance used for the potential was rather large (5s) since it
has been noted previously@21# that a small cutoff gives dif-
ferent results for the fluid properties. For example, in t
simulations of Finn and Monson@19#, using a potential cut-
off of 2.5s gives a critical temperatureTc* 51.23. Although
we did not evaluate the critical temperature, the condensa
pressures of Ne in our simulations agree with the vapor p
sures as given by Lotfiet al. @26#, whose work confirms the
value ofTc* 51.31 for a Lennard-Jones fluid.

The gas-solid potential is derived from a model in whi
a gas atom interacts with the atoms in the solid via pairw
Lennard-Jones functions@27# and thus has a somewhat di
ferent form from that expected for gases interacting with
metal surface. Replacing the sums over the solid atom
planes parallel to the surface with integrals gives a gas-s
energyUgs(z), which is

Ugs~z!5e1s (
j 50

F2

3S sgs

z1 jd D 10

2
5

3S sgs

z1 jd D 4G1C, ~3!

wherez is the perpendicular distance of the adsorbate a
from the surface,e1s is the well depth, the sum has bee
truncated afterj 53, andC denotes a small correction term
for an interaction with the more distant planes. The relatio
ship between the well depthD for the interaction of an atom
with the entire surface ande1s is D'1.2e1s for the interpla-
nar spacing chosen for this study@28#. sgs is the size param-
eter of the potential and was taken to be 0.501 nm;d is the
distance between planes in the solid and has been set equ
0.401 nm in this work. In particular, the relatively large va
ues ofsgs will give long-ranged potentials similar to thos
for the 9-3 functions used in the theoretical treatments
inert gases on alkali metals@10#. ~See Fig. 1 for a compari-
son of these potentials along with the potential for the int
action of inert gases with CO2.) The range of the potential
for atoms over alkali-metal surfaces is particularly large d
to the large decay lengths of the surface electronic charg
these systems@29#.

Various well depths were chosen for study, ranging fro
D516.8 to 120 K, so that the transition from nonwetting
wetting behavior in these systems could be characteriz
The studies by Finn and Monson@19#, Fan and Monson@20#,
and Sokołowski and Fischer@21# correspond to the relative
well depthD* 52.64. The Dutch group~van Leeuwen and
co-workers@22–24#! reported simulation results covering
wide range ofD* values similar to ours (D* '0.523.5),
but they were not able to identify unambiguous prewett
transitions presumably because their simulations were d
in the canonical ensemble.

The application of the GCMC algorithm to the study
adsorption is now a well-known and extensively utilize
technique@30–32#. The present and previous simulations
wetting systems determine adsorption isotherms by eval
ing the average number of particlesN̄ in a computer box for
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866 PRE 59BOJAN, STAN, CURTAROLO, STEELE, AND COLE
fixed values of box volumeV, chemical potentialm, and
temperatureT. The box has periodic boundary conditions
two dimensions. At least one of the remaining two walls
the adsorbing surface, with the final wall being either a s
ond adsorbing surface or a hard wall that serves only to k
the gas molecules in the box. The second of these opt
was used in the present work. Of course, this requires
these two walls be rather widely separated so the presen
the second wall has negligible influence on the wetting
adsorption properties of the system. One method of moni
ing this is to evaluate the local density of the fluid in t
system. If the varying local densities observed in the regi
near the walls are separated by a large region of cons
density, one may reasonably argue that the adsorption
contact with a phase having bulk properties.~It is this as-
sumption that underlies nearly all simulations of physi
adsorption. For the simulations reported here, these
walls were separated by 7.5 nm; auxiliary simulations w
both larger and smaller wall separations exhibited no obs
able dependence of the thermodynamic properties of
fluid near the wall upon distance in this range.

The chemical potential of an adsorbed phase is relate
experimentally measurable quantities by equating it tom for
the bulk. If the bulk phase is an ideal gas, one can calcu
the chemical potential fromkT ln p. However, this approxi-
mation fails rather badly for the pressures of interest in
present work, due to deviations from ideality in the bulk g
phase. For example, the leading term in the differencemgas
2m id for the real and the ideal gas at the same pressur
given by

mgas2m id

kT
52 ln@11Q#12Q, ~4!

FIG. 1. Summed 10-4 potential~—! used in this study compare
to the integrated 9-3 potential for the interaction of Ne with alka
and alkaline-earth metals~— —! and the 9-3 potential for the
Ar/CO2 interaction (•••). For the 10-4 potential,zmin is 0.497 nm,
while for the integrated potentials,zmin is the distance above th
jellium edge, 0.307 nm for the Ne/metal potential, and 0.320 nm
the Ar/CO2 potential.
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whereQ5(@4Bp/T11#1/221)/2, with B equal to the sec-
ond virial coefficient of the gas. The thermodynamic prop
ties of the Lennard-Jones 12-6 fluid have been caref
simulated by Lotfiet al. @26#. Using the values of the vapo
pressure of the bulk phase and the expressions for the
ideality correction to the chemical potential given in the p
per of Lotfi et al., one can evaluate the corrections needed
pass from the chemical potential used in the GCMC simu
tion to the pressure in the adsorption cell. The values gi
in Table II show the magnitudes of these corrections for
temperatures selected for study and for pressures equal t
vapor pressure of the bulk Lennard-Jones liquid@26#. The
second virial correction tom id was found to be accurate ove
much of the pressure and temperature range of the sim
tions to be reported here, but a reasonable all-order exp
sion is also available@26# when the first-order correction i
inadequate.

In the Monte Carlo simulation of a system with variab
number of particles, one has three kinds of moves: displa
ment, creation, and destruction. The relative numbers
these moves must be optimized to attain equilibrium a
give precise average numbers of molecules with appropr
expenditure of computer resources. The fractions of tr
devoted to particle displacement, creation, and destruc
amounted to 1/3 each at low densities. As the number
successful trials decreased with increasing adsorbate den
the fraction of displacements was decreased to 20% and
total number of trials was increased.

Preliminary simulations showed that the systems stud
could be nonwetting with a nearly first-order transition at t
bulk vapor pressure or wetting with an isotherm that exh
ited rapid variations in the number of particles with press
as the pressure approached that of the bulk liquid. In s
cases, the attainment of equilibrium required large numb
of Monte Carlo trials. Thus, for systems not close to t
steep regions of the isotherms, the numbers of tr
amounted to (0.522)3106 for the approach to equilibrium
and to 13106 for evaluation of averages after equilibrium
had been attained. Different initial states for the Monte Ca
chains were taken, depending upon the expected value oN̄.
If N̄ was small, either an initially empty box or a configur
tion from the adjacent isotherm point could be utilized. Ho
ever, as the system approached the condensation region
optimum initial state was found to be a box with a unifor

r

TABLE II. Parameters of the simulations. Heres denotes the
liquid-vapor equilibrium. LJ denotes Lennard-Jones.

T (K) ps ~atm! e(mreal2m id)s /kT e(mreal2m id)s /kT

T* ~LJ neon! ~LJ neon! ~all orders! ~second virial!

0.656 22 0.142 0.9889 0.989
0.738 25 0.482 0.9725 0.973
0.812 28 1.224 0.9478 0.948
0.902 31 2.578 0.9154 0.915
1.011 34 5.723 0.862 0.862
1.093 37 9.430 0.817 0.815
1.148 39 12.72 0.784 0.777
1.230 42 19.01 0.732 0.714
1.257 43 21.55 0.716 0.692
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PRE 59 867WETTING TRANSITIONS OF Ne
density of particles, equal to roughly 0.5–0.8 of that for t
bulk liquid; as such a system evolved toward equilibrium
running calculation of the number of particles in the b
showed that, aside from fluctuations, it slowly changed in
direction of the eventual equilibrium value. Indeed, the c
terion for equilibrium was that this number no longer show
any systematic variation as the number of trials increas
The technique showed quite clearly that much larger nu
bers of trials were needed to attain equilibrium when
system was in the region of a rapid change in the numbe
particles with pressure. Consequently, the numbers of tr
for these points were 363106 to achieve equilibrium and
(6212)3106 to generate averages after equilibrium h
been reached.

The lateral dimensionsLx ,Ly of the box were set a
10sNe2Ne or 2.78 nm; consequently, the number of ato
held in the box when it is full of liquid is.1800 at the
lowest temperature considered. Because of the relati
large volume of this box and the weakness of the adsorpt
the correction needed to pass fromN̄, the total atoms in the
box, to Na, the ~thermodynamic excess! number of atoms
adsorbed, was nontrivial. One evaluatesNgas from the
known pressure, the estimated box volume that is acces
to gas atoms, and the temperature and the equation of sta
the bulk. The accessible box volume is estimated from
values ofz where the local gas density decreases to zero
is necessarily inexact because this decrease is not infin
steep. When the adsorption is quite small, as found for n
wetting systems, the uncertainty inNa, the difference be-
tweenN̄ andNgas, relative toN̄, can be quite significant.

III. ULTRAWEAK SUBSTRATES

Adsorption isotherms and local densities were simula
for the reduced temperatures listed in Table II. For con
nience, the corresponding unreduced temperatures for n
are also listed; they show that the simulations cover
range from a few degrees below the boiling point~27.1 K!
up to the vicinity of the critical temperature~44.4 K!. For the
temperatures listed, the well depthD was set equal to 16.8
24, 48, 60, 90, 95, 114, and 120 K in a series of simulatio
The theoretical well depths of Ne vary between 24 K~Cs!
and 50 K~Li ! for the alkali metals and is 95 K for Mg. Th
smallest well depth in the series was based on a prev
result for Ne on Cs@35#, which is now believed to be too
small @10#.

Figure 2 shows adsorption isotherms calculated forD
516.8 K. The discontinuities in all curves at saturated va
pressure indicate that the gas does not wet this surface a
of the temperatures considered, although the decrease i
height of the vertical jump as temperature increases le
one to wonder whether wetting might be present forT*
higher than 1.257 but less than the reduced critical temp
ture of 1.31. The surface coverages just preceding the ju
are quite small, but difficult to specify in terms of laye
adsorbed because the monolayer is poorly defined in s
weakly interacting systems. A nominal estimate of the mo
layer coverage isNmono/A;r l

2/3;8 molecules/nm2, based
on the bulk liquid densityr l and surface areaA.

Note that one can calculate the low-coverage parts
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these isotherms from Henry’s law, which states thatNa

5pKH , with KH given by

KH5
A
kTE @e2Ugs~z!/kT21#dz. ~5!

If the lower limit for z is taken to be 1.2sgs ~see Fig. 3!, KH

ranges from 0.5 to 0.08 atm21 for the temperatures listed in
Table II andD516.8 K. We see that this expression pr
dicts extremely small numbers of atoms adsorbed, at leas
the linear parts of the adsorption isotherms in Fig. 2. T
analogous numbers forD5120 K are 63.023.3 atm21.

The key point revealed in Fig. 2 is that neon does not w
a surface withD516.8 K for all temperatures considered;
is possible that wetting may take place in the small tempe
ture interval between the highestT considered here andTcr ,
as found experimentally for Rb@14#. In addition to the iso-
therms, local densities were evaluated from the simulati
for this system. Thus the density is plotted as a function oz,
the distance from the surface, in Fig. 3 forT* 51.148. The
first point to note is that there is a large range of distance
which the densities in all cases are constant and equal to
bulk densities. Furthermore, when the simulation cell is co
pletely filled with liquid, the density profile at the metal su
face is not the same as the density at the hard wall despite
ultraweak nature of the adsorbing potential. The second
ture is the absence of atoms near both boundary surfaces
is not surprising for the hard wall boundary, but the behav
near the ‘‘adsorbing’’ surface seems to be the signature
nonwetting fluid in a container that is otherwise full of liq
uid. The experiments of Hesset al. @14# on Cs have also

FIG. 2. Adsorption isotherms for a Lennard-Jones gas~Ne! on a
model Rb surface with a gas-solid interaction well depth ofD
516.8 K. Shown are isotherms forT543 K (s and —!, T
542 K (* and — – —!, T541 K (n and — • —!, T
539 K (h and — —!, T537 K (m and – –!, T534 K (d and
—!, andT532 K (j and –• –!.
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868 PRE 59BOJAN, STAN, CURTAROLO, STEELE, AND COLE
revealed a region of density depletion near and above
saturated vapor pressure, in qualitative correspondence
tween this model and the actual Ne/Cs metal system. Ba
on the available simulation results, we can suggest that e
the system undergoes a wetting transition close to the cri
point or, given the density profiles, it is possible that t
system undergoes a drying transition. We are currently try
to simulate this system in the liquid region to see if a dryi
transition does indeed occur.

Simulated isotherms forD524 K ~corresponding to Ne
adsorbed on Cs! were also obtained at the same temperatu
as those shown forD516.8 K and are not significantly dif
ferent. Results forD548 K ~Ne on Li! are shown in Fig. 4.
Here the system appears to be nonwetting for all temp
tures studied despite the prediction by Chizmeshyaet al.
@based on Eq.~1!# that Ne should wet Li above 33 K. It is
possible that the prewetting regime is so close to satura
that our simulations cannot discern it. Alternatively, metas
bility in this region may be preventing us from obtainin
unambiguous results.

IV. STRONGER SUBSTRATES

The gas-solid interaction in the Ne/Mg system is appro
mated by a well depthD595 K with a wetting temperature

FIG. 3. Local densities for the gas in the computer box for
system of Fig. 2 atT* 51.148. The area of this box is 0.773 nm2

and the density gives the total number of atoms per unit volum
the box as a function of distance from the surface. For each cu
the number of adsorbed atoms~equal to the total number of atom
minus gas atoms in a box of volumeV at a pressurep) in the box is
denoted byNa . Pressures are 13.5 atm atNa /A511.1 nm22 ~—!,
13.9 atm atNa /A5137 nm22 (•••), and 16.5 atm atNa /A
5183 nm22 ~— • —!. Bulk liquid and gas densities at the adsor
tion pressures for each curve are shown by the horizontal lines.
simulation value of the vapor pressure of neon atT* 51.148 is
given in Table I.
he
e-
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of 26 K predicted by the simple surface tension model giv
in Eq. ~1! @10#. In this case, the transition is convenient f
both experiment and computer simulations~the wetting tem-
perature being far from the critical temperature!. Therefore,
we explored a range of temperatures around the predictedTw
and found prewetting transitions for temperatures in the p
dicted range. Figure 5 shows the simulated adsorption
therms for the temperatures considered. AtT521 K the ad-
sorption seems to be small up to saturation, while
temperatures between 22 and 29 K prewetting transitions
observed. Thus we estimateTw52261 K from our simula-
tion data for Mg. This compares favorably with a predictio
of 22 K from Eq. ~1!, using the potential assumed in th
simulation. Hence we conclude that the heuristic equation~1!
works well in this case@36#. It is important to note one fact
The potential used in the simulations is seen in Fig. 1 to h
a wider attractive bowl than theab initio potential of
Chizmeshyaet al.Thus we conclude that the best estimate
the wetting temperature on Mg is actually 26 K~as reported
in the paper of Chizmeshyaet al. @10#!.

The second important temperature is the prewetting c
cal temperature. We estimate its value to be 31 K since
is where the isotherms begin to become continuous; this
provisional value for two reasons. One is that the simulatio
cannot accurately treat a critical transition, due to size
fects. The other is that the potential difference discussed
Tw would imply that 31 K is probably an underestimate re
tive to what would be predicted with the potential
Chizmeshyaet al. Setting aside these concerns, we m
compare our results for the reduced prewetting critical te
peratureTpw* 50.88 with the values reported by others for th
Ar/CO2 system. See Table III. Because theD/e ratio for the
Ne/Mg and Ar/CO2 systems are nearly the same, we attribu
the differences in the wetting behavior of the two systems

e

in
e,

he

FIG. 4. Adsorption isotherms for a Lennard-Jones gas~Ne! on a
model Li surface with a gas-solid interaction well depth of 48
The temperatures are 43 K (3 and – –!, 42 K (s and —!, 39 K (*
and — – —!, 37 K (n and —• —!, 34 K (h and — —!, 32 K (m
and – –!, 28 K (d and —!, and 25 K (j and –• –!. The vertical
lines represent the saturated vapor pressure at the respective
peratures.
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PRE 59 869WETTING TRANSITIONS OF Ne
the difference in the width of the potential wells. The wid
used for the Ne/Mg study isw50.229 nm, whilew for the
potentials used in the various Ar/CO2 studies is 0.178 nm
Here ‘‘width’’ means the full width at half minimum of the
attractive part of the potential. Increasing the value ofw
increases the integralI v @Eq. ~1!#. This increase in the left-
hand side of the equation implies a decrease in the wet
temperature~and the prewetting critical temperature!.

The prewetting behavior seen in the Ne/Mg isotherms
also be characterized by its density profiles. In Fig. 6 de
ties are given forT528 K. The curves shown correspond
density profiles for points on the isotherm immediately b
fore and immediately after the transition atP51.05 atm.
Before the transition, there is little adsorption as the thin fi
is favored. However, there is an enhanced density at the
face relative to the gas phase density in the region of att
tive potential. This is in sharp contrast to the density pro
for the D516.8 K case where the density of the fluid
most of the simulation box is equal to the gas phase den
~see Fig. 3!. After the transition, three distinct peaks can
seen in the density profiles, indicating that the prewett

FIG. 5. Adsorption isotherms for Ne on a model Mg surfa
with a gas-solid interaction well depthD595 K. The correspond-
ing temperatures are 31 K (h and — —!, 29 K (m and – –!, 28 K
(d and —!, 27 K (j and —• —!, 25 K (s and –• –!, 23 K (*
and — —!, 22 K (n and —• —!, and 21 K (3 and — —!. The
vertical lines represent the saturated vapor pressure at the resp
temperatures.

TABLE III. Wetting temperatures for Ne/Mg and Ar/CO2 stud-
ies.

Source Tw* Tpw*

Ebner and Saam@4# 0.77 0.92
Tarazona and Evans@33# 0.957 0.988
Meister and Kroll@34# 0.90
Finn and Monson@19# 0.84 0.94
Sokołowski and Fischer@21# 0.97560.025
this work 0.65 0.8860.03
g
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behavior corresponds to a transition from less than a mo
layer to about 2.5–3 layers; the total coverage jump
molecules/nm2 is a factor of 15. The separation between t
peaks close to the surface is 0.93sgg for the first two and
0.98sgg between the second and third peaks. The spac
between close-packed~111! planes of bulk Ne is 0.261 nm
50.94sgg .

In order to see the dependence of the adsorption and
ting properties upon the gas-solid interaction strength,
have simulated adsorption for several other values ofD
while holding the temperature fixed. Figure 7 shows is
therms at a high temperature~39 K! for some values ofD
considered, while Fig. 8 gives similar results for a low
temperature (T528 K). At the high temperature, the curve
for 90 and 120 K show the smooth increase of coverage w
pressure as one approaches the saturated liquid, but tha
60 K is sharply different. At first glance, the apparent d
continuity in slope appears to be the signal of a nonwett
surface, but the fact that the jump in coverage occurs a
pressure slightly less than that of the saturated liquid actu
indicates a prewetting transition. Furthermore, the local d
sities that are plotted in Fig. 9 for the 60K system sho
peaks close to the adsorbing surface that are due to m
layer formation. As noted above and in other simulati
studies of wetting@23,37#, these peaks will generally be ab
sent for the condensate formed in nonwetting systems.
also observes in Fig. 9 that the density fluctuations in
monolayer region are smaller than those farther away,z
.5s. This behavior is consistent with the following argu
ment. In a slowly varying system, the number fluctuationDN

tive
FIG. 6. Local densities as a function of the reduced dista

from the surface for the gas in the model Ne/Mg systemD
595 K) at T528 K. Curves shown are for coverages of 2
molecules/nm2 at P51.04 atm~—! and 30.3 molecules/nm2 at P
51.05 atm~•••!. The bulk liquid density~— —! and the gas den-
sity ~– • –! are represented for comparison.
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within a very small volume will satisfy the theorem know
to apply to a uniform system:

^~DN!2&5kT
dN

dm
, ~6!

FIG. 7. Adsorption isotherms for a Lennard-Jones gas~Ne! at
T* 51.148 on several surfaces with the interaction well depthsD
516.8 K ~j and –• –!, D560 K ~d and —!, D590 K ~m and
– –!, andD5120 K ~h and — —!. The prewetting jump forD
560 K goes from Na /A517.9 molecules/nm2 to Na /A
5102.7 molecules/nm2.

FIG. 8. Adsorption isotherms atT528 K for model systems
with gas-solid interaction strengths slightly different from t
model Ne/Mg system. Shown are isotherms corresponding to
depths of 95 K (j and —, corresponding to Ne/Mg!, 102 K (d and
– –!, 108 K (h and — —!, and 114 K (s and –• –!.
where the derivative is that of a uniform system at the lo
density, with a chemical potential value shifted from that
the nonuniform system by the net external potential. This
an application of so-called local thermodynamics. For qu
tative purposes, and often quantitative ones, one may a
this approach to the highly nonuniform vicinity of the mon
layer. Here one finds a much smaller density fluctuation
the~quite intuitive! reason that the derivative in that region
much smaller than for largerz; the monolayer density profile
does not change much with the addition of particles at lar
z.

For the low-temperature study the pressures for
prewetting transition are shifted to lower pressures relative
the bulk vapor pressure. Thus isotherms at 28 K clearly
hibit the complete range of wetting behavior as the w
depth is varied from 95 K to 114 K. AtD560 K ~not
shown!, the system is nonwetting, while atD5114 K the
adsorption is continuous, with prewetting transitions occ
ring for systems of intermediate strengths. Unfortunately,
fluctuations in the transition regions are larger at this te
perature and for well depths below 95 K we have not o
tained results in the transition region that were sufficien
precise to give us a good prediction of the transition pr
sure. However, the fact that there are large fluctuations
good indicator that a first-order transition is taking place.
the continuous and nonwetting regions at this temperat
no such problems occurred.

Finally, we look to see what happens if we modify th
potential to take into account the corrugation in the surfa
We constructed a potential by adding Ne-Mg pair intera
tions, assuming a Mg surface with a simple cubic struct
~lattice parameter of 0.401 nm! and chose a well depth fo

ll

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 3, but for an interaction well depth of
K. Pressures are 13.0 atm atNa /A514.5 nm22, 13.5 atm at
Na /A592.8 nm22, 13.9 atm atNa /A5152 nm22, and 14.2 atm
at Na /A5170 nm22.
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PRE 59 871WETTING TRANSITIONS OF Ne
this potential such that the well depth of the lateral aver
of the corrugated potential is identical to that of the smo
potential. The potentials are compared in Fig. 10 and
resulting isotherms are shown in Fig. 11. The periodic
causes a shift in the pressure at which the prewetting tra
tion occurs and therefore brings about a lowering of the w
ting temperature. This is presumably due to the deeper
tentials at the adsorption sites, but other factors~such as the
lateral spacing of adsorbent atoms! could play a role in this
phenomenon@38#. The density distributions that correspon
to coverages immediately before and immediately after
prewetting transition are given in Fig. 6 for the flat surfa
and in Fig. 12 for the corrugated potential model. These p
are very similar, indicating that the nature of the transiti
has remained the same despite the increased corrugation
principal difference is an;60% higher film density just be
low the transition in the corrugated surface case.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper we have examined the nature of the wet
transition of Ne on various weakly adsorbing surfaces.
the case of the most inert surface, Cs, we find neglig
adsorption of Ne throughout the temperature range explo
In fact, for pressures~slightly! above saturated vapor pre
sure, we find evidence of a dry region near the surface. T
behavior is qualitatively similar to what was found expe
mentally by Hess, Sabatini, and Chan. In the case of so
what more attractive surfaces, e.g., Mg, we find evidence
a prewetting regime of temperature. The adsorption ther

FIG. 10. Reduced gas-solid adsorption potentials as a func
of reduced distance from the surface for a continuum flat surf
(j, modeling Ne/Mg! and for a corrugated surface with a squa
lattice ~lattice constanta50.401 nm). In this last case, the adato
is placed vertically above three sitesS ~—!, SP ~— —!, and A
~– • –! whose location is indicated in the inset.
e
h
e

si-
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e
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he
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e
d.

is

e-
of
is

characterized by a jump in coverage at a specific pres
near, but below, saturation. The coverage changes by a fa
of order 5–15 at this transition. This finding is consiste
with both experiments~inert gases on alkali-metal surface

n
e

FIG. 11. Adsorption isotherms atT528 K for the Ne/Mg
model system in the case of a continuum flat surface (j and – –!
and a corrugated surface (h and•••).

FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 6, but for the corrugated potential. T
two isotherm points that were considered are for coverages of
molecules/nm2 at P50.92 atm~—! and 28.9 molecules/nm2 at P
50.94 atm~– –!.
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and Hg on sapphire! and with general trends established
the simulations of Monson and co-workers.

While there is every indication that this prewetting tra
sition behavior is generic on weakly attractive surfaces, m
extensive study is needed to assess the criteria for
prewetting phenomenon. One useful guide to its occurre
is the simple model, Eq.~1!, which predicts the wetting tem
perature from the potential and the bulk fluid’s properti
This was found to work surprisingly well for the case of M
but for the Li surface, the results are ambiguous. The sim
dependence contained in that relationship implies that
may invert the wetting transition temperature obtained
perimentally in order to deduce an integral property of
potential. This capability can be particularly useful in c
cumstances where the gas-surface attraction is weak, bec
then the Henry law regime of low coverage may be inacc
sible or difficult to utilize as a means of analyzing the pote
tial.

We have found qualitatively similar results for the cas
of a smooth adsorption potential and a corrugated poten
~similar to what might occur on a Mg surface!. It is not
surprising that the effect of the periodic potential is small
the transition pressure because most of the adsorbate li
the region of negligible corrugation and the amplitude of
e

e,

p.
e
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Fourier components of the potential are less thankT at the
potential minimum.

The prewetting transition has thus far been investigate
relatively few adsorption systems. We hope that our conc
tually straightforward findings encourage experimentalists
extend their studies to other adsorption systems that
weak-binding systems. Some of these other cases have r
estimates of wetting temperatures presented by Chizme
et al.

In the future we would like to explore two problems o
further interest. In one, we plan to report results of a study
the effects of roughness on the wetting transition@39#. We
hope at a later date to evaluate the temperature regime c
to the critical point where wetting transitions have be
found for Ne on Rb and Cs.
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